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Highlights:  

 Southerners are returning to the new state of the Republic of South Sudan in increasing numbers.  

 Most people are entering South Sudan through Upper Nile and some 5,000 returnees are gathered in 
Renk town where humanitarian partners are supporting with emergency assistance.  

 Humanitarian partners will shortly launch an appeal to fund relief efforts for the rest of 2011 to ensure 
effective response to humanitarian needs in the critical first few months of the new state.  
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I. Situation Overview  
The Republic of South Sudan officially seceded from Sudan on 9 July, signalling the end of the transitional period 
and the Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA). On 14 July, the General Assembly welcomed the Republic of 
South Sudan as the 193rd member of the United Nations. While Independence Day passed with notable calm 
across the new country, negotiations on key CPA issues remain unresolved, including the status of Abyei and 
disputed border areas, wealth sharing and citizenship arrangements. Humanitarian partners remain concerned 
that outstanding issues could promote a further deterioration in the humanitarian situation. Humanitarian partners 
are also concerned with the new wave of returnees that continued to arrive mainly in Upper Nile, with over 5,000 
newly arrived people reported in Renk town. Tensions persisted in Unity and Jonglei due to the presence of rebel 
militia groups and inter-communal fault lines.  
 

II. Returns to South Sudan 
 

Returnee Overview by State* 

 State: Upper 
Nile Unity Warrap 

Northern 
Bahr el 
Ghazal 

Western 
Bahr el 
Ghazal Lakes Jonglei 

Western 
Equatoria 

Central 
Equatoria 

Eastern 
Equatoria Total 

New Arrivals  
6-12 July 1,406 235   317 41   513   15   2,527 

Previous 
Arrivals 
(adjustments) 722 0 13 170 82 820 99 0 0 0 1,906 

Previous 
Total 48,096 77,931 31,364 64,329 16,788 14,740 19,144 1,047 32,843 8,875 315,157 

Updated 
Total 50,224 78,166 31,377 64,816 16,911 15,560 19,756 1,047 32,858 8,875 319,590 

Type of Returnee 

Government 
Assisted 18,965 31,880 16,770 20,447 6,394 13,855 16,052 531 18,611 7,437 150,942 

Spontaneous 16,109 46,286 5,350 42,978 10,517 1,435 3,674 467 14,247 1,438 142,501 

Unspecified 15,150 0  9,257 1,391 0  270 30 49 0  0  26,147 

 
*since 30 October 2010. Contains only verified IOM data unless otherwise noted. Figures are as of 12 July 2011. 

 
Returnees have continued to arrive in the South 

The trend of an increased pace of returns to South Sudan continues, with the cumulative number of returnees 
since end-October last year now close to 320,000 people. The bulk of new arrivals have entered through Renk 
County in Upper Nile, with more than 150 buses organized by the former Sudan Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs 
arriving from Khartoum to Renk between 4 and 14 July. Although the weekly number of returns for the state 
stands at 1,400 people it is estimated that buses that arrived over the past week were carrying more than 6,000 
returnees. Numbers will be confirmed when formal registration has been done by the South Sudan Relief and 
Rehabilitation Commission (SSRRC) and the International Organization for Migration (IOM). About half of the 
returnees are destined for locations in Upper Nile. The humanitarian community will provide onward transport to 
those that require it both within and outside the state.  
 
In addition, 137 returnees stranded in South Kordofan due to fighting were airlifted from El Obeid in Sudan to Wau 
and Juba in South Sudan, where they continued onwards to their final destinations. Spontaneous returnees also 
continued in small numbers, such as a group of over 100 individuals who flew from Khartoum to Juba and then 
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travelled onwards to Eastern Equatoria. Another group of over 170 individuals arrived in Unity State. These 
reported having been subjected to searches, theft and bribery along the route through South Kordofan.   
 
Humanitarian partners are working to support the new arrivals  

Around 5,000 people are reported to be congregating in Renk awaiting onward transportation. Between 10 and 13 
July, humanitarian assessment and registration teams travelled to Renk to enable adequate support, including 
provision of health and water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) services. As it is anticipated that the influx of 
people will continue, humanitarian agencies are also conducting assessments at transit locations in Renk, Melut 
and Tonga, with the aim of determining the basic humanitarian infrastructure required to service the expected 
returnees that will have to stay in these areas until the end of the rainy season around November. Humanitarian 
partners have also sent 500 metric tons of material, including shelter and WASH items, to Melut and Renk on 10 
July, as part of plans to establish reception facilities.  
 
Transport will be provided for southerners that have been stranded in Khartoum and Kosti  

Funding to support the transportation of 18,000 southerners in Khartoum’s departure points to South Sudan has 
been confirmed. In addition, an estimated 7,000 of the 15,000 people IOM has reported are congregated in Kosti 
in anticipation of onward transport will be provided transportation by humanitarian partners. The organised 
movement will facilitate reception and onward transport assistance at the point of arrival in South Sudan. 
 
Response planning is underway for a further influx of returnees through Upper Nile  

The current planning figure for a potential first wave of returnees to South Sudan is up to 300,000, many of whom 
would require onward transport beyond Upper Nile or temporary accommodation in the state until the rainy 
season ends around November. With this in mind, partners intend to establish/upgrade way stations in Melut, 
Malakal and Tonga in Upper Nile – Renk will only be a transit point – where those who require it can await onward 
transportation. These locations will have adequate services to meet basic needs, including appropriate health, 
water, sanitation, education and shelter facilities, and will range in capacity from 2,500 to potentially 15,000. 
Additional shelter and non-food item (NFI) support for the most vulnerable returnees will also be provided as 
necessary. Transport links by barge and road will also be established to minimize crowding at individual sites and 
to move returnees to accessible final destinations as quickly as possible. For transit beyond Upper Nile, the 
Tonga, Shambe, Bor and Juba ports will be used, with more sites further on in locations such as Rumbek, Wau 
and Torit. Funding for road repairs to open road corridors that will link Upper Nile with western states has been 
secured. 
 

III. Humanitarian impact of insecurity: needs and response  
The situation in Unity remains unpredictable 

The situation in Unity remained mostly calm but unpredictable during the week. However, UNMIS reported further 
aerial bombings allegedly by the Sudan Armed Forces in the Lake Jaw area in Pariang County on 5 July. 
Nineteen people were reportedly killed as a result of the bombing. There has been no indication as yet if further 
numbers of people were displaced because of the incident. According to an inter-agency mission done in early 
July, the number of people displaced since the start of the bombing last month stands at nearly 7,400 people.  
 
An inter-agency verification mission travelled to Bentiu in Unity on 5 July to assess those displaced from Koch as 
a result of cattle-raiding on 28 June between the Dinka and rebel militia groups. A total of 154 individuals were 
verified as displaced. The team also verified those displaced from Mayom town to Bentiu and Rubkona towns, 
identifying 953 displaced individuals. Provision of humanitarian assistance for those identified in need is 
scheduled to start 15 July. 
 
Humanitarian partners continued to advocate for an inter-agency assessment to verify the number of people 
displaced in Mayom town and the surrounding areas in Mayom County, as a result of the conflict between the 
Sudan People’s Liberation Army and rebel militia groups which began in mid-April. A verification exercise 
remained pending due to insecurity from the threat of landmines and the need for more cooperation from local 
authorities.  
 
Inter-communal fighting in late June reportedly displaces people in Duk County in Jonglei  

The security situation in Jonglei remained tense during the week, following inter-communal fighting between the 
Lou Nuer, Dinka and Murle in June. Humanitarian staff that were relocated on 25 June began to return to Pibor 
town on 11 July. OCHA and UNMIS conducted an assessment in Duk Payuel village in Duk County and Pieri 
village in Uror County on 6 July, to determine the needs of those affected by the fighting. The team reported that 
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county authorities indicated an attack by the Murle in Pagaleng village on 26 June left some 4,900 persons 
displaced to Payuel and Pajut villages in Duk County.  
 
Response continues to people displaced by the Abyei conflict  

Nearly two months after violence erupted in Abyei on 21 May, humanitarian agencies continue to provide relief in 
areas of displacement. By 13 July, WFP had provided some 108,200 displaced people with mixed food 
commodities in Warrap, the Abyei area, Western Bahr el Ghazal, Northern Bahr el Ghazal and Unity states. Food 
distributions to all verified displaced in the Agok area have also been completed. In all, some 40,600 displaced 
people have received food rations for three months. A second round of food distributions is still ongoing in Turalei 
and Aweng in Warrap State.  
 
Over the past month the Non-Food Item and Emergency Shelter cluster have completed distribution of 522 
emergency shelter kits in Turalei as well as 418 NFI and shelter kits in Wau to support the most vulnerable 
households with shelter during the rainy season. The kits include plastic sheets, wooden poles, bamboo to 
strengthen roofing and rope. Trucks carrying NFI and fuel for humanitarian agencies arrived in Wunrok and Aweil 
on 13 July. 
 

IV. Humanitarian planning and coordination  
Humanitarian community will shortly launch an appeal to fund relief efforts 

The scope of the humanitarian operation is South Sudan is significant. At mid-year humanitarian agencies had 
launched over 30 different operations in 51 of South Sudan’s 79 counties, in response to deteriorating 
humanitarian conditions. A number of core operational challenges and priorities persist as humanitarian partners 
look to the post-independence period. The scale of return, prospects of further arrivals, insecurity and funding 
shortfalls pose serious challenges to the response effort going forward. A Consolidated Appeal Process has been 
prepared to cover funding needs for the second half of 2011, constituting the first dedicated appeal for the new 
Republic of South Sudan. The appeal, which will be launched next week, includes an updated analysis of the 
humanitarian situation including the risks that the new country will face and the impact these are likely to have on 
the population. Humanitarian partners will seek to have the humanitarian work plan adequately funded to ensure 
effective response in the critical first few months of independence.  
 
 
 

 


